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WHAT IS ETHICS?

Unit 1
Ethics
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SPEAKING YOURSELF!
before class

Record your answers before your class and share them with your
teacher.

1.

a) What do you understand from the word Ethics?
b) Can Ethics be thought/learned or is a matter of character?

2. After, read the text below.

    Ethics is based on well-founded standards of right and wrong that
prescribe what humans ought to do, usually in terms of rights,
obligations, benefits to society, fairness, or specific virtues.

   Some years ago, sociologist Raymond Baumhart asked business
people, "What does ethics mean to you?" Among their replies were the
following:
"Ethics has to do with what my feelings tell me is right or wrong."
"Ethics has to do with my religious beliefs."
"Being ethical is doing what the law requires."
"Ethics consists of the standards of behavior our society accepts."
"I don't know what the word means."
These replies might be typical of our own. The meaning of "ethics" is hard
to pin down, and the views many people have about ethics are shaky.

What is Ethics?

1

2

3     Like Baumhart's first respondent, many people tend to equate ethics
with their feelings. But being ethical is clearly not a matter of following
one's feelings. A person following his or her feelings may recoil from
doing what is right. In fact, feelings frequently deviate from what is
ethical.

     Nor should one identify ethics with religion. Most religions, of course,
advocate high ethical standards. Yet if ethics were confined to religion,
then ethics would apply only to religious people. But ethics applies as
much to the behavior of the atheist as to that of the devout religious
person. 

4
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before class
Religion can set high ethical standards and can provide intense
motivations for ethical behavior. Ethics, however, cannot be confined to
religion nor is it the same as religion.

    Being ethical is also not the same as following the law. The law often
incorporates ethical standards to which most citizens subscribe. But
laws, like feelings, can deviate from what is ethical. Our own pre-Civil War
slavery laws and the old apartheid laws of present-day South Africa are
grotesquely obvious examples of laws that deviate from what is ethical.

  

      Moreover, if being ethical were doing "whatever society accepts," then
to find out what is ethical, one would have to find out what society
accepts. To decide what I should think about abortion, for example, I
would have to take a survey of American society and then conform my
beliefs to whatever society accepts. But no one ever tries to decide an
ethical issue by doing a survey. Further, the lack of social consensus on
many issues makes it impossible to equate ethics with whatever society
accepts. Some people accept abortion but many others do not. If being
ethical were doing whatever society accepts, one would have to find an
agreement on issues which does not, in fact, exist.

7

   Finally, being ethical is not the same as doing "whatever society
accepts." In any society, most people accept standards that are, in fact,
ethical. But standards of behavior in society can deviate from what is
ethical. An entire society can become ethically corrupt. Nazi Germany is
a good example of a morally corrupt society.

6

5

     What, then, is ethics? Ethics is two things. First, ethics refers to well-
founded standards of right and wrong that prescribe what humans ought
to do, usually in terms of rights, obligations, benefits to society, fairness,
or specific virtues. Ethics, for example, refers to those standards that
impose the reasonable obligations to refrain from rape, stealing,
murder, assault, slander, and fraud. What, then, is ethics? Ethics is two
things. First, ethics refers to well-founded standards of right and wrong
that prescribe what humans ought to do, usually in terms of rights,
obligations, benefits to society, fairness, or specific virtues. Ethics, for
example, refers to those standards that impose the reasonable
obligations to refrain from rape, stealing, murder, assault, slander, and
fraud. Ethical standards also include those that enjoin virtues of honesty,
compassion, and loyalty. 

8
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a) According to the text, what Ethics is not related to? Give examples.

b) Besides Nazism, Apartheid and Human Slavery which others unethical
behaviours are sociable accepted or supported by law? Discuss.

c) According to the text, what it lacks in us as society to have a more
egalitarian perception towards Ethics?

d) In your opinion, what actions have to be taken for a  more ethical society?
Explain.

e) "Ethics also means, then, the continuous effort of studying our own moral
beliefs and our moral conduct, and striving to ensure that we, and the
institutions we help to shape, live up to standards that are reasonable and
solidly-based."  
How can we help to shape the ethical standards in our society? Discuss.

Language Oral Usage
in class

4) Discuss the questions below with your classmates/teacher.

SPEAKING TO SPEAK!SPEAKING TO SPEAK!

Discuss the text understanding

I agree
So do I
I totally  agree
You have a point there
Absolutely

.

Agreement

Useful expressions to express Opinion

Stating
In addition to that
I might also add
What I'm trying to say is
As far as I'm concerned
As the text says

Disagrement
It seems to me
Honestly
I would say
From my perspective
I'm affraid I disagree
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-But being ethical is clearly not a matter of following one's feelings. (paragraph 3)

-Nor should one identify ethics with religion. (paragraph 4)

-If being ethical were doing whatever society accepts, one would have to find an
agreement on issues which does not, in fact, exist.
(paragraph 7)

-Secondly, ethics refers to the study and development of one's ethical standards.
(paragraph 8)

-So it is necessary to constantly examine one's standards. (paragraph 9)

grammar drop
in classRead the exceperts from the text you have prepared 'What is Ethics?'

5) Now, answer:

Which Word Class do the words in bold represent ?

a) Noun
b) Pronoun
c) Adverb

6)Do they represent a specif person, numeral or people in general? If necessary,
go back to the text.

7)Read the senteces again and analyze: Is there any difference between one
and one's?

a) No, it is just genitve case
b) Yes, but it is still a generalization

PUT THESE SENTENCES IN
YOUR FLASHCARD APP!

after class
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in class

As a personal pronoun (both subject and object), one can be used
to refer to ‘people in general’. We often use one in making
generalisations, especially in more formal styles. However, if one is
used too much, it can make the speaker sound too formal. One
takes a third person singular verb.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/grammar/british-grammar/one-and-one-s

8) Rewrite the sentences replacing the subjects  for the Personal Pronoun
One. Change what is needed.

a) Nobody should use mobile phones while driving.
_________________________________________________________________________

b) Someone's ethical behavior is more important than any social status.
__________________________________________________________________________

c) We never knows, do we?
_________________________________________________________________________

You and They are also used in a similar way. However, one includes
the speaker in the generalisation. Read:

Does one eat in Malasya?
(includes the speaker who is there or has an interest in going there)

Do they eat in Malasya?
(refers to others)

Cambridge Grammar of English- A comprehensive guide

9) Create two sentences or questions for your peers or teacher using the
pronoun One. Be creative!  You can inspire in the sentence below:

quotefancy.com
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Chris Lavigne states that ethics is about values, personal and professionals;

It is said that ethics is impartial;

Teaching ethics based on discussing cases and ethical dillemas it is a way to go;

law, ethics and  techonolgy walk together;

Plagio is an example of unethical behavior;

Ethical issues in Quinnipiac often take place exclusevily to internet access.

in class
Listening to the real

Now ,listen to the audio from Quinnipiac University and answer the following
questions. 

To come across: encounter
Puzziling: challenging
To abide: follow
To hold high standard: keep
good quality

THESE WORDS MUST BE
IN YOUR FLASCHARD APP!

im
ag

e:
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ur
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om after class

'What is Ethics?'

Do you think educational institutions have enough discussions about ethics?
Is Ethics a subjective topic?

10) Discuss:

11) Mark  the sentences that can be heard in the podcast:

12) Match the synonyms with  words in bold.

a) Through discussion and having a good go-around 

b) Uphold those standards

c) Quick manner

To support

way

amidst

discussion

13) Now pick  two words from exercise above and create two questions for your
teacher or peer. Be creative!

20
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in class
Language 
Written Usage

14) Now,in pairs or group of three, write down a list of Ethical and Unethical
situations. Check the examples below.
If necessary, go back to the text for some guidance. 

After it, read and discuss your work with the teacher and peers.

Ethical Unethical

Fashion industry exploring dressmakers;A fair salary for all workers;
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in class
Expressing yourself

15) In pairs or group of three, discuss the question below.

 

After that, you must create a collage together
 with three quotes that 
summarize your previous discussion
When you are done, your work wil be shared with 
your classmates on Padlet (padlet.com)
You must post it there.

SUGGESTEDSUGGESTEDSUGGESTED
SITESSITESSITES

Canva (canva.com)
Jamboard (jamboard.google.com)

'Is it ethical to use animals for entertaiment?'

anim
al-ethics.org

se
nt

ie
nt

m
ed

ia
.o

rg

Writing a Persuasive Text
16) Now that you have disscussed the topic Ethics from many perspectives,
write down an opinion article exploring the point of view around it. Before you
start, read below some characteristics about this genre. (100 hundred words ).
Use the place below as a draft for ideias.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/5899998/

Which is your thesis? 

(Photo by M
ark Eades, O

range County
Register/SCN

G
)
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Non- humans animals: is violence towards them justifiable?
Human exploitation : labour and slavery

Unit 2
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GETTING READY
1)Read the statements below and according to your general knowledge
mark True or False:

SPEAKING YOURSELF
2)Record your answers in your cellphone. Remember: it is not about
perfection, it is about  meaning and understanding.

a) Do animals have rights and feelings?
b) Is it ethical to eat these beings?
c) Is it possible to live a life eating/using  other beings and liking them?
d) What carachterists define human  and non human exploitation?

Re
ad

 t
he

 a
ns

w
er

s 
fo

r 
Ex

er
ci

se
 1

 h
er

e

https://www.fao.org/livestock-environment/en
https://www.safehorizon.org/get-informed/human-trafficking-statistics-facts/#our-impact/
https://fcmconference.org/img/CambridgeDeclarationOnConsciousness.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/business/hershey-nestle-cargill-win-dismissal-us-child-slavery-
lawsuit-2022-06-28/

In 2012, the Cambridge Declaration on Consciousness crystallised a
scientific consensus that humans are not the only conscious beings and
that ‘non-human animals, including all mammals and birds, and many other
creatures, including octopuses’ possess neurological substrates complex
enough to support conscious experiences.

FA
CT

 PILLS

(    ) The majorty of animals are sentients according to Cambridge
Declaration on Consciousness;
(    ) Hershey, Nestle, Cargill were sued by child slavery;
(    ) Animal consciousness is denied for science;
(    ) 24.9 million people are victims of forced labor;
(    ) Women and girls account for 71% of all victims human trafficking, 
(    ) Livestock systems have a significant impact on the environment,
including air, land, soil, water, and biodiversity.

 

-FACT OR FAKE?--FACT OR FAKE?--FACT OR FAKE?-ht
tp
s:
//
m
ar
ks
m
an

he
al
th
ca
re
.c
om

/ before class

pre-reading

In class, discuss the questions above with your teacher/ peers.

Image: A. Krauze
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364661320301923
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in class
3)Now, read the excerpts below:

We declare the following: “The absence of a neocortex does not appear to
preclude an organism from experiencing affective states. Convergent
evidence indicates that non-human animals have the
neuroanatomical, neurochemical, and neurophysiological substrates of
conscious states along with the capacity to exhibit intentional behaviors.
Consequently, the weight of evidence indicates that humans are not unique in
possessing the neurological substrates that generate consciousness.
Nonhuman animals, including all mammals and birds, and many other
creatures, including octopuses, also possess these neurological substrates.”

https://fcmconference.org/img/CambridgeDeclarationOnConsciousness.pdf

A new study from the University of Kent has found that people who wish to
escape the 'meat paradox' -- i.e., simultaneously disliking hurting animals and
enjoying eating meat -- may do so by denying that the animal they ate had
the capacity to suffer.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/07/100715091654.htm

reading

Exploitation can happen to anyone, whether they are from the UK or abroad.
Offenders often target people with vulnerabilities, whether that’s down to
their personal circumstances, their employment status, their language abilities
or something else that isolates them from other people. Victims do not always
understand that employers are breaking the law or they are being controlled
to the point where they are unable to speak out. They have sometimes fled
worse abuse elsewhere in the UK or in another country.

https://endlabourexploitation.co.uk/about/

between the lines of the text
A) Is there any relation among the texts? Explain.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

B) In the two last texts, how can we analyze them from an ethical perspective?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

C) Based on the first text, is it unethical to compare humans and non- humans
animal at some point? Write.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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in class
D) What do people lack that makes the 'meat paradox' exist?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

im
ag

e:
co

nc
ur
se
iro

se
m
te
m
po

.c
om

from experiencing affective states.
humans are not unique in possessing 
people disliking hurting animals and enjoying eating meat 
they are being controlled 

4) Read the  excerpts from the text :

grammar drop

5) Discuss the questions with your teachers and peers:

-When do we use the suffix -ing in English?
-Do -ing suffix represent a verb in all the senteces? Which ones? Explain.
-Which class of words the -ing is representing in each sentence?
-Is Gerund and Continuous tenses the same?

Present Participle x Gerund: Why can they be confusing?

6) Now, go back to 3A and identify what is a Gerund or Present Participle. 

sp
re
ak
er
.c
om -ING

Noun = Gerund

Portland English Language Academy - PELA

THESE WORDS MUST
BE IN YOUR

FLASCHARD APP!

after class
To come across: encounter
Puzziling: challenging
To abide: to follow
To hold hig standard: manter um padrão elevado

Verb,  Adverb,  Adjective =
Present Participle
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in class
im

ag
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In English the word Gerund does end in -ING, but it doesn't necessarily mean
-ando/-endo/ -indo as in Portuguese in its translation for verbs. It is not a
verb, it is NOUN/ SUBSTANTIVE. The confusion is to think that Gerund, in
English, represents the Progressive/ Continuous tenses or Present Participle
in general.

COMPARE:

I am studying English. (PRESENT PARTICIPLE)
George likes photographing the nature. (GERUND)
Jussara está estudando para o teste de sábado. ( GERÚNDIO NO PORTUGUÊS)
Drinking water is necessary to keep you body hydrated (GERUND IN ENGLISH)

further pratice of grammar
 Read an excerpt interview with the ecologist Carl Safina.

What’s your definition of consciousness?

To me, consciousness is the thing that feels like something. It’s the
sensation of experiencing the input from your sense organs. We’re
learning that a lot of animals — dogs, elephants, other primates — have it.

How else has research on animal behavior improved?

Well, until the 1950s and the 1960s, the study of animal behavior wasn’t
seen as real science. Until Jane Goodall, Iain Douglas-Hamilton and George
Schaller began publishing, there were few studies. They were among the
first to watch wild animals for the purpose of describing their behavior.
Before, if you wanted to study elephants, you shot them and pulled their
molars out to see how old they were.
Thanks to these pioneers, we’ve learned that wild animals do complicated
things. Many recognize the individuals around them — even solitary
animals, like mountain lions. There usually is a male mountain lion with a
large territory who visits a few females inhabiting the territory. The
females all know each other. The adjacent males know who their
neighbors are.
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in class
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Adapted from: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/21/science/carl-safina-animal-cognition.html

7) Read the excerpts from the interview and write G for Gerund and P for
Present participle. If it is a Gerund, along with your teacher, write its function
(subject, direct object, appositive, object of preposition, subjective
complement)

It’s the sensation of experiencing the input.
Iain Douglas-Hamilton and George Schaller began publishing.
for the purpose of describing their behavior.
who visits a few females inhabiting the territory. 
widened our understanding of the animal world?
someone was backing up their car. 
Another dog came streaking out at high speed.
you don’t want to believe you’re causing suffering.

after class
THESE SENTENCES MUST
BE IN YOUR FLASCHARD

APP!

Has the internet widened our understanding of the animal world?

I’d say so. Almost everyone nowadays has a video camera on them all the
time, and animal behaviors get recorded that we haven’t seen before. The
other day, someone sent me a video where someone was backing up their
car and a puppy went behind it. Another dog came streaking out at high
speed, snatching the puppy away.
Thanks to the ubiquity of these videos, we’re seeing evidence that the
envelope of what animals can do is much bigger than we thought. That leads
me to wonder: why, despite increasing evidence, do some people deny that
animals have emotions or feel pain?

8) Turn the sentence which are Present Participle into negative, when
possible.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Can we do that to Gerund? Why not?
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English sounds

H

in class
im
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An easy way to understand the sounds of the letters in English is knowing how
your lips, tongue and teeth play they role! Let's check.

R
In English we use the tongue twisted to pronounce the
R. It never occurs like in rampa or carro, for example.
People who live in the south of Minas or São Paulo
countryside, they say R different from people who lives
in SP capital. The firsts twist their tongue strongly (R
caipira) while the lasts don't, and that's how we also
pronounce it in English!

In brazilian Portuguese the H sound is muted, like in
hora, on the other hand in English it has the same
sound as in the R in rua. So, we say horse, ham,
handsome with the rua R sound. keep in mind
though, there are exceptions, like in hour.

Open the QR code and practice with your teacher

9) Circle what you hear:

a) That is a strange habit / rabbit
b) My hope / rope is for the best
c) Her rear/ hear mirror is broken 
d) The hat / rat is inside the house
e) This head / red part must be bigger

PRACTICE TIME

w
w

w
.proprofs.com

/
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in classHow can we define Modern slavery? 
Point out some of the reasons why women are the majority in
exploitation.
Explain the Debt Bondage.
What is there in rural areas to use forced labor?
Which type of exploitation is closer to you and your community?

10) Analyze the graphics information below and answer:

English connected to the world

Source: CRS based on the ILO and Walk Free Foundation, Global Estimates of Modern Slavery, 2017.

Amidst the 1,937 workers rescued in 2021, 89% (1,727) were in rural work. 
Photo: Sergio Carvalho/MTE

https://reporterbrasil.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Monitor-8-Slave-labor-
in-Brazils-meat-industry.pdf

After the analysis, create alone or in groups a slogan calling people the attention
to this global issue.
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Investigation found evidence that workers were being capitalized on
BBC also had alleges of poor workers conditions 
A million miles from the bridge
vastly enough to feed their families
often amidst the night
I can't yet feed my children at night.'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

in class
English around the world

Watch a two- minute excerpt from the video 'Indian factory Workers supplying
major brands allege exploitation' by BBC .

11) Answer the questions. Take note if necessary, before you share with your
teacher.

1- What are the exploited women obliged to do to keep their job?
2- How much money do these workers make?
3- Which verbal tense was dominant in the video? 

12) Watch the video again.The words in bold were changed as a synonym for the
original words in the video. Do they match? If yes, write yes and if don't write
no. Take note if necessary while you are watching the video.

after class
THESE WORDS MUST

BE IN YOUR
FLASCHARD APP!

exploited: abused
to claim: to affirm
catwalk: runway
barely: hardly
amidst: among, between,in the
middle of

31
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before class
HUMANS AND 
NON HUMANS 
EXPLOITED

Reading

Despite the many parallels, the comparison between slavery/genocide and
nonhuman animal treatment has been met with major criticisms. This is on
the basis that the comparison trivializes the suffering of humans through
comparing their treatment to a species which is considered to be of lower
value than humans. Sztybel challenges this by arguing that is the “objector’s
trivializing of the interests of animals, and of their ongoing violation” that
enables one to disregard the comparison (2006, 125). To minimalize the
suffering of the subordinated is to belittle their pain and depict it as an
absurd thing to question. To then build a comparison between the trivial
animals and humans is depicted as an abhorrent comparison. He goes on to
argue that declaring that the animal rights movement is a ‘bizarre
exaggeration’ (Francis and Norman, 1978: 527 in Sztybel, 2006: 124) further
minimizes the experiences of the animals and their mistreatment. This
minimization allows the oppressors the opportunity to reduce compassion
for the abused beings by depicting their suffering as trivial and therefore
alien to human suffering. The only way that human suffering can appear
trivial in comparison to animal suffering is based on the premise that animal
suffering is trivial in the first place.

Whose fault is it then?

Identifying parallels of “othering” becomes beneficial to understanding not
only animal mistreatment but also the exploitations of humans by other
humans and the driving forces behind racism, sexism, and classism.
Common to each of these is the “same basic essence… same basic
relationship: that between oppressor and oppressed” (Spiegel 1996, 28).
Highlighting these similarities allows us to better understand motivations
behind atrocious deaths that affect all beings, human or not. This
discourse is crucial in a world in which wars are waged on difference.
Paying attention to the human and nonhuman animal divide allows us to
better understand how difference is used in society and the power it holds
to justify abhorrent behavior not only between species but between
humans, each dependent on this relationship between the oppressor and
oppressed.

Read the text and get ready for a debate in class.
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before class
Reading

Discrimination toward animals based on a difference of categorical species
has been termed as “speciesism,” much like racism draws on differences
based on race (Peggs 2012, 37). Common to both speciesism and racism is an
underlying categorization of “us” and “them,” which sets in motion the
ideological difference used to drive a division between groups. DeMello
discusses the “borders” that are created in these processes of othering, that
are based on “tenuous structure[s]… with arbitrary characteristics”; designed
to create divisions between groups (2012, 259). These structures are not
stringent but rather constructed of “fuzzy line[s]” that are constantly shifting
and dependent on many contextual factors (260). This challenges the notion
that hierarchical systems between humans and nonhuman animals are fixed
and draws attention to the reasoning behind the divisions in the first place.
Doing so welcomes a post-humanist position that allows us to unpack
difference that is used as a tool for discrimination against all beings.

Adapted from : https://www.animalsandsociety.org/research/sloth/sloth-volume-5-
no-1-winter-2019/the-other-in-the-context-of-human-slavery-genocide-and-current-
nonhuman-animal-industrial-systems/

13) After the Pre-Class reading, read together with your peers and answer the
questions below:

a)Why discussing human and non human exploitation can be a sensitive
topic, according to the text?
b)What is the foundation of the two groups exploited?
c) Explain the parallel the author does between both exploitations?

14 )Pick and side and in group of three brainstorm with your peers
justifications for Compare or Not Compare the situation of human and non-
human species. You must be convincent. At least 3 reasons.  
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in class

15) Now, with the same group you must create a Discussion text about what
has been discussed in 6A and B. After that you must read your text to the
class/teacher. 

Writing a Discussion Text

34
















































